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Discharge lamp 100W PG12-1 - High pressure sodium
lamp 97W PG12-1 SDW-T 100W

Philips Licht
SDW-T 100W
73404415
8711500734044 EAN/GTIN

84,02 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Discharge lamp 100W PG12-1 SDW-T 100W energy efficiency class B, energy efficiency class spectrum A++ to E, lamp power 97W, luminous flux 5100lm, base PG12-1, lamp
shape tube, socketed on one side, color rendering index CRI 80-89, color temperature 2500K, lamp luminous efficacy 52.58lm/ W, External ignitor required, External ballast
required, Total length 145mm, Diameter 31.5mm, Number of burners 1, Clear version, Weighted energy consumption in 1,000 hours 107kWh, Average nominal service life
15000h, Lamp designation other, MASTER SDW-T is the high-pressure sodium vapor Lamp for attractive lighting in bakeries and furniture stores. The light color of 2,500 K is
particularly warm and therefore ideal for rendering brown tones well.
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
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